
REALISM VERSUS PRACTICALITY

If you have realistic model buildings with fully accessible and
modelled interiors then you don’t really need further rules.
The existing rules for movement will suffice to move troops
within interiors and determine line of sight. The only
consideration is to treat all interior and exterior walls as
impassable, all doors and other openings as passable, and to
restrict movement to a normal run rate maximum. Visibility
limitations and the degree of cover offered from doors,
windows, internal furnishings and suchlike can be determined
by the players if they wish, or use the standard Acc and Res
modifiers suggested below. 

Except for extremely small skirmish style and role-playing
games, it is rare to find building models represented in the
sort of detail described above. Most gamers will have building
models are that are representational, where it may or may not
be possible to place model troops inside all or part of the
building model, and which lack internal walls and detailing.
Most commercial building models are of this kind, and players
wishing to make their own buildings will usually construct
them in this fashion out of sheer practicality. The following
rules assume we are talking about these kinds of buildings.
They may be solid or it may be possible to place model troops
inside to some extent, but in any case the following rules
allow us to occupy, defend and move around in buildings
during a battle.

SIZE OF BUILDING MODELS

We are going to assume that individual standard sized
buildings cover an area roughly equivalent to that already
established for an area of terrain. For convenience we shall
assume that a building fits within a rectangle no greater than
8 x 6 inches, or 7 x 7 inches or thereabouts, and we suggest
that players are prepared to be a little flexible when it comes
to exact sizes. The reason for settling upon these dimensions,
aside from the look of the thing, is that the diagonal is more
or less equivalent to a model making a run of 10”. Of course,
buildings need not be exactly rectangular, but it’s useful to
think of a more or less square building for purposes of
explaining and illustrating the rules.

If you have buildings that are significantly larger than the size
described, just imagine each building is two, three or more
separate buildings or building ‘blocks’. Of course, it helps if
your building models lend themselves to this kind of visual
modularisation, but so long as the players are clear about such

things it is not entirely necessary. We’ll return to this later on
once we’d covered the basic rules. 

We shall also assume that our standard sized building is scaled
to normal human dimensions, and is therefore too small for
large models of any kind to enter or move within. Of course, it
is entirely possible to have bigger buildings that enclose
cavernous spaces and which can be entered by vehicles or
other large models. Again, we shall return to this once we’ve
dealt with the basics. 

HEIGHT OF BUILDING MODELS

Once again we shall make a basic assumption that we are
dealing with buildings that are relatively low. The rules that
follow assume a building has no more than three internal
storeys, i.e. three storeys not including any accessible roof.
Most gamers find that it is not practical to represent very tall
buildings on a wargames table, and such things are rarely
seen beyond the realm of exhibition or display games where
game play may not be a prime consideration (and the same
might be said for transport and storage!). For now we will
simply assume three storeys as a practical maximum and we’ll
suggest how taller structures might be dealt with later. 

When it comes to relating buildings to ‘high ground’ for line of
sight, we consider the third storey from the ground or the roof
of a two storeys or taller building to be high ground as defined
in the rules. See Antares Beta p17-18.

PLACING UNITS WITHIN BUILDING MODELS

In most cases it will be impossible to literally place model
troops inside model buildings, so instead units that enter
buildings are removed from the gaming table and the player
announces to his opponent that the unit is inside the building.
If the building comprises multiple building blocks or has more
than three internal storeys the player must keep track of
where the unit is. If possible to do so, it is a good idea to place
one or more models from the unit either inside or on top of
the building as a marker to remind both sides that the building
is occupied. Note that models used in this way are simply
markers in the game; they play no other part other than a
mnemonic one. 

DEPLOYING INSIDE BUILDINGS

Infantry units, command units, weapon teams, weapons
drones and probes are permitted to deploy inside buildings at
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A building can potentially encompass anything from a vast hab tower or sprawling airport covering many hectares to a tiny
blockhouse or store barely big enough to swing a Snarklian Mungocat. As such, developing rules to represent buildings presents
us with something of a conundrum: what exactly is a building? Given the scope of the game the entire tabletop could easily
represent the interior of a building for example. We are therefore going to begin by making some practical assumptions about
the size and form of model buildings available to players, but we shall also frame our rules in a fashion that is flexible enough to
accommodate whatever scenery is available. 
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the start of the game where a building lies wholly within the
player’s deployment zone.

Weapon drones however armed and weapon teams armed
with heavy weapons deploying inside buildings at the start of
the game, must be positioned in such a way they can shoot
from a specific opening. Once deployed these units are
considered to be ‘emplaced’ and cannot move further during
the game. 

Other kinds of units, and units of large models whatever their
kind, are not permitted to deploy into standard sized
buildings.

MOVEMENT AND BUILDINGS

It is necessary to make allowance for units moving into, within
and from buildings in situations where models are not literally
present on the tabletop. The rules required for this are not
overly complicated and are intended to be easy to apply
regardless of what form a player’s model buildings might
take. 

ENTERING BUILDINGS

Infantry units, command units, weapon teams with support
weapons, and probes are permitted to enter buildings during
a game, move within them, and leave them as described
below.

Other kinds of units, and large units of any kind, are not
permitted to move into, out of, or within buildings during the
game. 

In order to enter a building, a unit must be ordered to run, all
the models in the unit must get to within 1" of the building,
and at least one model must reach an opening such as a door
or window. The entire unit is then removed from the table. 

Unless a building has access ramps, stairs or other means of
access from the ground to a higher level, units must enter on
the ground floor. 

OCCUPANCY OF BUILDINGS

A standard sized building can be occupied by up to three
different units numbering no more than ten models per
internal level in total. If the building is considerably smaller
than the maximum sizes described – say 5 x 5 inches or
thereabouts – then this is reduced to two different units
numbering no more than five models per internal level. If the
building is very small indeed – say 2 x 2 inches or smaller –
then we shall say it can only be occupied by one unit of no
more than three models per internal level. In terms of all these
dimensions we would suggest players make some allowance
to suit the model buildings they have rather than apply the
sizes strictly as given. 

Standard Small Very Small

Max Models per level 10 5 3

Max units in total Up to 3 Up to 2 1

A unit that moves into a building automatically spreads itself
throughout the building, occupying every internal level up to a
maximum of three storeys. Even a unit that comprises only
one or two models is assumed to occupy every level where
these are otherwise empty of enemy. 

If a building comprises more than one building ‘block’ then a
unit occupies one such block unless two small or very small
blocks adjoin each other, in which case a unit automatically
occupies both. Note that two such small/very small blocks
would normally be treated as a single standard sized block in
any case; however, occasionally a building’s design means it is
useful to make the distinction so we shall allow for it.

If there is insufficient free room for a unit to enter a building or
move within it then it cannot do so. 

A unit cannot move into a building if the enemy already
occupy the entrance level, except by means of an assault as
described later. 
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MOVING WITHIN BUILDINGS

Unless a unit is emplaced as already described for heavy
weapon teams and weapon drones, then individual models
within a unit are assumed to be free to move up or down
between the three occupied levels in the building in order to
bring weapons to bear from apertures. They can do this even
if making a Fire action – think of it as the equivalent to models
being allowed to turn to face an enemy as they shoot.

When a building comprises two or more adjacent building
blocks, a unit that is already within a building can move from
one building block to an adjacent building block by making an
advance or run move. 

A unit can make an assault against an enemy unit in an
adjacent building block by making a run move. See the rule
for buildings and assaults below. 

Movement within and from a building can be worked out from
any of the three occupied levels. So, movement could be
calculated from a ground floor door to the outside or from a
roof top access point onto the roof if required. 

LEAVING BUILDINGS

To leave a building a unit must move out from the ground
floor via a suitable exit. If a higher storey level has direct
access to the ground via a ramp, stair, etc, then the unit can
exit from that exit instead. 

A unit leaving a building must be ordered to advance or run.
Make the move as normal, measuring the unit’s move from
any opening on the ground floor or from the foot of
ramps/stairs in the case of units exiting from higher levels. 

A unit can leave one building and enter another some distance
away by making a run move. The unit must be able to enter
the second building as already described above. 

A unit inside a building can also move onto its roof if there is
an accessible flat roof, by making an advance or run. Measure
the move from any roof access point. See Fighting From Roof
Tops below. 

A unit can potentially exit a building and make an assault as
part of the same (run) move, and is allowed to assault an
enemy unit in another building if it can reach. See Assaulting a
building below. 

SHOOTING AND BUILDINGS

Where we have unit inside buildings we need to make a few
rules to deal with how to conduct shooting from the building,
and how to resolve shots against targets within buildings. 

SHOOTING FROM WITHIN BUILDINGS

Aside from emplaced units as already described, units inside
buildings may shoot from any visible opening including
windows and doors on any of the levels they occupy. Measure
the range for the unit from the closest opening. 

We will assume that up to two models can fire out of a
typically sized domestic door or window opening using
standard weapons or side arms. Alternatively, a single support
or heavy weapon can be fired from the same aperture. It goes
without saying that if a building level has no aperture to the
outside then a unit inside cannot see out to shoot!

A weapon team with a heavy weapon, or a weapon drone no
matter how it is armed, can be emplaced in a building at the
start of the game and cannot move once it has been deployed
(see above). Such a weapon must be positioned at a specific
opening and can only shoot from that opening. 

A unit in a building is allowed to divide shooting against
different targets on different sides of a building, but all fire
from each side of the building must be aimed at the same
target. This is an exception to the rule that obliges an entire
unit to shoot at a single target. 

Units armed with weapons that shoot overhead cannot fire
them from inside buildings. Any attempt to do so is unlikely to
end happily and we’ll forego the need to resolve exactly how
unhappily by simply disallowing it. 

SHOOTING AT UNITS INSIDE BUILDINGS

Except for weapons that shoot overhead (for which see
below) units can shoot at enemy inside buildings if they have a
line of sight to any opening on a floor occupied by the target.
Range is measured to the nearest visible opening. 

When shooting at a target inside a building there is an
additional –1 Accuracy modifier. This applies whether the
shooters are outside the building or shooting from within the
building from block to block or level to level, and it applies
regardless of range. Note that this penalty does not apply to
OH weapons firing at targets within buildings because OH
shots are worked out somewhat differently (see below). 

When shooting at a target inside a building the target receives
a cover bonus to its Res in the same way as targets behind
walls, terrain, etc. This bonus can potentially vary depending
upon the building’s construction, but we shall set the default
value at +2 as with all cover bonuses. This Res bonus applies
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The towers soared above the jungle, thrusting skyward like
ascending starcraft, vast and forbidding even in ruin. No one
knew what race had built the towers nor for what purpose they
were raised. Despite the best efforts of the Concord’s exploration
teams the multi-layered maze of buildings and tangled
passageways beneath remained unfathomed. 

‘Spotters for’ard five yan scout orange.’ The squad leader spoke
softly and the squad’s two spotter drones glided silently ahead at
his command. Kai Lek Atastrin motioned for the rest of the
squad to wait. The drones’ eyes would do the work for now,
checking the passages and rooms that lay in their path. The
mechanical clicks that recorded the machines’ progress played
out into Kai’s combat shard interface. The full spectrum of the
drones’ cameras relayed their ghostly images onto his visor’s
screen. Seeing what they saw. Sensing everything their
mechanical senses were able to discover.

At Kai’s signal the squad hoisted their plasma carbines and
followed their leader beneath the first archway. The walls, 
sheer and dark, rough-hewn from stone that glittered with
embedded mica, rose over and enclosed them. As the drones
explored the ruin, a map began to unfold in the unit’s combat
shard. Kai watched as little pulses of light advanced across his
visor’s screen, each member of the squad a green dot, the two
drones yellow in the distance. He felt a keen responsibility for
those tiny green dots. This was their first taste of fighting outside
the simulators. He had not lost a trooper in three years of
fighting. He was not about to start now.



whether the shooters are outside the building or shooting
from within the building and regardless of range. Note that
this bonus does apply to models inside buildings that are hit
by OH shots because their ‘cover’ is over their heads.

If a building is especially large and comprises multiple building
blocks, or more than three internal levels, a unit can also
shoot at an enemy unit on an adjacent level or block. The
range for all such shooting is assumed to be 2 inches. 

SHOOTING OVERHEAD AGAINST BUILDINGS

It is possible to shoot an overhead weapon against a unit in a
building by targeting the building itself. The player aims for a
point on the top of the building and makes the usual test to
hit. 

If firing ammunition that uses a blast template the building is
only hit if the centre of the template lands over part of the
building. If a blast fails to strike the building it might strike
other targets, but the blast cannot affect units within the
building even where part of the template overlaps the
building.

If a shot lands on a building it has hit it and can potentially
score hits on units inside. To determine what happens roll a
D10 and add the strike value of the weapon – assuming it has
one. 

D10+SV

1-5 The shot does not penetrate the building. Any unit
on the roof it is hit – otherwise no effect. 

6-10 The shot penetrates to the uppermost floor of the
building. Any unit on this floor and/or on the roof it is
hit. 

11+ The shot penetrates throughout the building and hits
each unit on every level including the roof.

Where an OH shot results in a blast, distribute hits amongst all
the units that are hit in the way you normally would for a
blast. 

Where an OH shot uses special ammunition, the effect is
confined to the level/s affected. For example, on a result of
11+ a Scoot shell will affect every unit within the building from
its roof to its ground floor. 

Units struck by an OH shot benefit from cover if they are
within a building, but not if they are exposed on its roof. The
shot strikes from overhead, so the roof and upper stories of
the building offer protection to troops beneath.

Note that where a building has three or fewer storeys any
result of 6+ will result in every unit within the building
becoming a target and, in the case of a blast, hits are
distributed against all the units in the usual manner for blasts
affecting multiple targets (see Beta rules p25).

DAMAGE TO BUILDINGS

Buildings can be damaged if fire is directed against enemy
inside. Buildings can also be shot at as targets in their own
right, in which case damage is worked out against the building
superstructure as noted below. 

A building can only be damaged by hits from a weapon that
has a strike value (SV) of at least 5, or by a Blast weapon that
inflicts 5 or more Blast hits. If a weapon hits a target inside a
building, or if the player chooses to shoot at the structure of a
building and scores a hit, then a test is made if the SV of the
weapon or the number of blast hits is 5+.

Unless the weapon is a Fractal weapon roll a D5, add the SV of
the weapon if it is 5 or more, and add the number of blast hits
caused if the total is 5 or more. If the weapon is a
Fractal weapon roll a D10 instead of a D5.
Fractal weapons are designed to break
apart massive stationary targets. 

Damage Inflicted = D5+SV+Blast Hits
(Fractal Weapons roll D10).

Note that in the case of blasts it is the
actual number of blast hits rolled that
counts and not the potential total. So, if a
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weapon has a blast value of D10 but
only rolls a 4 it scores 4 blast hits. If the
shooter qualifies in both cases, with SV
of 5+ and blast hits of 5+ then add both.
The total score is the amount of damage
inflicted on the building. 

Buildings can have different total
damage values allocated to them, but
for convenience we set a default value
of 20 for a single building up to three
storeys high and +5 for each storey of a
taller building. This value is set at a level
that will enable buildings to survive a
reasonable amount of damage during
the game. 

<Temporary Designer’s Note. This value
of 20 has been calculated to allow
buildings to sustain what seems like a
reasonable amount of damage during a
game – but needs to be verified by
specific play testing – as normal battles
don’t usually involve many weapons
powerful enough to count.>

If a building suffers damage equal to or
greater than its damage value it is
destroyed and all units inside it are also
destroyed. If a building suffers damage
less than its damage value then record
the damage inflicted and reduce the
building’s damage value accordingly. 

If a building is destroyed remove the
model building and replace it with a
ruinous version of the model or an
equivalent area of rubble and debris.

ASSAULTS AND BUILDINGS

Broadly speaking, assaults against units
occupying buildings work in the same

way as assaults in other circumstances.
A unit can make an assault with the
usual run action, and move into an
enemy occupied building. Where
adjoining building blocks are held by
opposing units an assault is made in the
same way simply by moving from block
to block. In both cases we fight a round
of closing fire followed by a round of
hand-to-hand fighting. 

ASSAULTING OCCUPIED
BUILDINGS

A unit making an assault against an
enemy held building must be able to
move inside as already described. This
means individual models must be able
to get within 1” of the building and at
least one model must be able to reach
an entrance. Note that this is slightly
different to the usual qualification for
assaults. 

Move the assaulting unit into touch with
the building and work out closing fire,
taking any resultant break tests
required. Remember that units shooting
at targets in a building suffer the –1 Acc
modifier, and units within buildings will
benefit from the +2 Res cover bonus. 

Hand-to-hand fighting is resolved in the
usual way. Neither the -1 Acc modifer
nor Res cover bonus applies during
hand-to-hand fighting. The victorious
side automatically occupies the building
whilst the loser – where not destroyed –
must consolidate. To consolidate from
within a building, a unit must either
move out of the building up to the
standard consolidation move distance

(5”), or into an adjoining building block
where this is possible. If the building has
more than three storeys a defeated unit
can consolidate by moving up/down to a
level not occupied by enemy where
there is space for them to do so. If a
building has an accessible roof a
defeated unit can consolidate by
moving onto it.

Emplaced units cannot consolidate and
if obliged to do so are destroyed. 

FIGHTING FROM ROOFTOPS

It is often convenient to use model
buildings that have flat roofs or large
balcony areas as this enables battles to
be fought in and around buildings
without having to make the kind of
compromises necessary when dealing
with interior spaces. 

If a model building has a flat roof or
large balcony area large enough for a
unit to be placed on to it, then treat this
as a separate exterior space.
Roofs/balconies are effectively outside
the building, and models on them move,
shoot and fight exactly like other
models placed on open ground or
hilltops. Units can move from a
roof/balcony into the building itself via
whatever access is provided. 

Units on roofs/balconies don’t get the
benefit of the –1 Acc modifier to enemy
shooting or the +2 cover bonus for
occupying a building. However, where a
roof/balcony has a surrounding wall this
will offer a cover bonus in the usual way
(+2 Res by default). 
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Rooftops are treated as high ground if a
building is at least two storeys in height
or the equivalent (for example a
watchtower accessible via a ladder).
Rooftops of buildings that are lower
than this do not count as high ground. If
a building of two storeys or less is
positioned on a hill then players must
agree before the game whether
rooftops or interior storeys count as
high ground relative to the table
surface. 

TALL BUILDINGS

So far we have made the assumption
that buildings are no more than three
storeys in height, and generally
speaking we would consider this to be
the tallest kind of building we would
want to represent for most tabletop
gaming purposes. On the whole, we
have found that games work best where
buildings are one or two storeys, leaving
a third for tall watchtowers or point
defence installations. However, for the
sake of completeness the rules do allow
for taller constructs where necessary. 

If a building has more that three internal
storeys then treat each set of up to
three storeys as a distinct vertical block.
Thus, in the case of a six-storey building,
a unit moving into the ground floor
occupies the bottom three storeys as it
does so. The same unit could then make
a run or advance move upwards and
occupy the top three storeys, vacating
the ones below. 

If the number of storeys doesn’t divide
by three this doesn’t matter, it simply
means the unoccupied floors will
comprise one or two levels, leaving less
space for other units. However, where
you have multiple units occupying
multiple floors of multiple block
buildings, the necessary book keeping is
likely to try the patience of all but the
most dedicated of players. Those whose
tastes lie in this direction may prefer to
resort to one-to-one internal floor plans
to fight out actions within buildings, in
which case the usual rules of play will
suffice (see Realism Versus Practicality
above).

LARGE BUILDINGS

Occasionally players may wish to
represent a larger building of some kind.
It might be a vast hangar, a factory or
the interior space of a huge habitation
dome, for example. The most
convenient way of doing this is to treat

large open spaces just as you would a
regular tabletop, and smaller confined
areas within it as individual building
blocks. For example, imagine a modern
shopping mall, the open spaces are
simply open spaces that units can move
and fight over, whilst individual shops
can be treated as individual buildings. 

The only consideration we need to make
is to limit the ability of units to shoot
overhead weapons where there is
judged to be insufficient head room, and
to limit the use of vertical space to
deploy/move units that drop from orbit
or fly. In these cases the general rule
would be that overhead shooting, aerial
units, deployment by drop units, and all
such instances are disallowed unless the
players wish to make specific exceptions
by mutual agreement. 

INSTANT TRANSPORTERS

Buildings can potentially be connected
to adjoining building blocks, levels
within the building, or other buildings 

on the tabletop by means of instant
transporters of some kind. These

generally take the form of short ranged
transmat devices called zip pads or trans
pads. These devices can transport
someone to an equivalent pad in a
different building or part of the same
building complex. Fast travel tubes that
operate by using a suspensor pulse to
carry someone along can also provide a
means of moving quickly from building
to building or within buildings. 

If buildings are connected by instant
transporters a unit can move from one
to another with a single advance or run
move regardless of the distance
involved. For example, where two
building on opposite sides of the table
are so connected, a unit can move from
one to the other in this way. Similarly, a
unit could move up or down any number
of connected levels or building blocks
within the same building. 

A unit cannot use an instant transporter
to move to or through a building/
block/levels occupied by the enemy. This
applies both to moving units and to
transporting any objectives or physical
objects that feature in a scenario.

The blast threw Kai to the ground. Chunks of stone bounded from his armour with
a shriek of coruscating violet. The shock of impact was barely dispersed by the suit’s
hyper-light shield. For a split second Kai’s connection with the unit’s combat shard
blurred into a disorienting multi-coloured haze. The squad leader’s audio link
crackled and spat with the gasps and cries of his four charges. 

Kai’s vision cleared a little as his suit’s sensor arrays adjusted to the dust. Spent
plasma splinters embedded in the walls and roof cast a dying light over the rubble-
strewn chamber. ‘Status,’ he barely framed the word. The machinery that melded
him to the rest of the squad was sensitive to the slightest thought.

‘Red... click... nine-nine... click... going to ground...’ A single yellow dot remained on
the screen. The explosion had no doubt blasted the other drone apart. To Kai’s relief
five green lights flickered rapidly. All alive at any rate! Now angry red dots appeared
on the edge of the interface’s map. Three dots. Four. Five. More. Every red dot was
converging towards the squad’s position. Fast. 

‘Squad enemy twenty two yan closing formation point defence,’ he gave the
command. Instantly each trooper’s visor projected an overlay of target points. The
squad had trained for situations like this. Through the interface of the combat shard
Kai could sense the racing heartbeats of his troopers, feel the adrenalin coursing
through their bodies, even taste something of their fear. 

‘Fire on my mark!’ he spoke out loud. His voice was unwavering and confident. It
was as if this was nothing more than a training simulation and the enemies mere
holographic imagoes. 

‘Fire!’ Iridescent blasts of intersecting plasma tore through the doorway, casting
the target into a stark and hideous silhouette. A scream echoed in Kai’s monitor –
the cry of a woman– it was Sulyn Ran one of the squad’s two female troopers. The
alien creature exploded into pieces only to be shoved aside by the next monster.
The alien’s own weapon spoke briefly until it too tumbled to the ground, neatly
dissected by a plasma bolt. Undeterred by the fate of their comrades, more of their
kind pressed into the narrow space, seemingly oblivious to the certain fate that
awaited them in that confined space. 

‘Vorl,’ gasped Sulyn over the interface, ‘... those things are Vorl!’


